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at the inaugural general assembly of the world reformed fellowship wrf in 2000 i
proposed that the wrf could serve the church by writing a new confession of faith for
the twenty first century the first reason was that the members of the wrf were drawn
from many nations and from many denominations and were using a whole range of
confessional statements at the same time there was general agreement that we were
all reformed in theology the second reason was the need for a confessional statement
to address the issues the church is facing today the third reason was that all of our
confessions were written in western europe whereas the leadership in the global
church has now moved to the southern hemisphere s cholars from africa asia
australasia and south america joined with theologians from europe and north america
to engage in the task the statement was presented to the wrf general assembly in april
2010 an invitation was then issued to all members of the wrf to suggest any changes
or additions to the text the statement presented here was approved by the wrf bord of
directors in 2011 it is not intended to replace other confessional statements but may
be of use to individuals and churches as they reflect on the nature of reformed
theology and its application to the theological and moral issues which confront the
church in the twenty first century this thirteenth volume of the international yearbook
of futurism studies explores some of the many facets of neo futurism from the second
half of the twentieth century to the present day it looks both at the revival and the
continuation of futurist aesthetics whether in explicit or palimpsest form in a variety of
media literature visual art design music architecture theatre and photography the
essays delve into the broad spectrum of artistic research and offer a good dozen case
studies that document with a transnational and interdisciplinary orientation the
manifold forms of neo futurism in various parts of the world they investigate how
historical futurism s intellectual and artistic perspective was appropriated and
developed further in a more or less conscious faithful and original way all the while
confronting its progenitor s cultural social and political misconceptions interdisciplinary
contributions to neo futurism as a global phenomenon this is an intellectual biography
of the italian jewish writer and politician david levi 1816 1898 freemasonry saint
simonianism and the enlightenment are his vessels for a new secular interpretation of
jewish identity and for innovative views on judaism s relation with modernity partendo
da un analisi dell antica tradizione e della dottrina segreta dei rosacroce l autore ne
approfondisce lasimbologia più occulta attraverso alcuni aforismi fondamentali e l
interpretazione della loro rappresentazione grafica tra gli altri argomenti esamina l
unità della materia i piani di coscienza la metempsicosi e i sette principi cosmici che
governano l universo tali principi si rifanno alla tradizione alchemica più classica il cui
insegnamento per analogia viene ripreso da magus incognito così in alto come in
basso durante il proprio soggiorno sulla terra l anima umana progredisce in una
sequenza il cui moto si evolve a forma di spirale e che conduce verso la propria
evoluzione e liberazione illustrato con i 12 simboli dei rosacroce wilhelm ii 1859 1941
king of prussia and german emperor from 1888 to 1918 reigned during a period of
unprecedented economic cultural and intellectual achievement in germany unlike
most european sovereigns of his generation wilhelm was no mere figurehead and his
imprint on imperial germany was profound in this book and a second volume historian
lamar cecil provides the first comprehensive biography of one of modern history s
most powerful and most misunderstood rulers wilhelm ii prince and emperor 1859
1900 concentrates on wilhelm s youth as cecil shows the future ruler s anglo german
genealogy his education and his subsequent service as an officer in the prussian army
proved to be unfortunate legacies in shaping wilhelm s behavior and ideas throughout
his thirty year reign wilhelm s connection with his subjects was tenuous he surrounded
himself with a small coterie of persons drawn from the government the military and
elite society most of whom were valued not for their ability but for their loyalty to the
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crown they in turn contrived to keep wilhelm isolated from outside influences learned
to be accomplished in catering to his prejudices and strengthened his conviction that
the government should be composed only of those who agreed with him the day to
day conduct of germany s affairs was left in the hands of these loyal followers for the
kaiser himself did not at all enjoy work rejoicing instead in pageantry and the
superficial trappings of authority he was particular about what he did and what he read
eliminating anything that was unpleasant difficult or tedious he never learned to listen
to reason or to make decisions in a sound informed manner he was customarily
inclined to act solely on the basis of his personal feelings many people believed him to
be mad even courtiers who admired wilhelm recognized that he was responsible for
the diplomatic embarrassment in which germany found itself by 1914 and that the
kaiser s maladroit behavior endangered the prestige of the hohenzollern crown his is
the story of a bizarre and incapable sovereign who never doubted that he possessed
both genius and divine inspiration amazon com jean marc narbonne partir à la chasse
au bonheur les peuples entre particularisme et universalisme chez aristote william
wians argument and dialectical structure in physics viii 1 silvia fazzo a hypothetical
premise about eternal cosmic motion in the critical text of physics viii 1 250b13 angela
longo alessandro d afrodisia e l anima semovente del fedro 245c5 9 di platone marco
sgarbi interpreting aristotle s meteorologica i 7 344a5 8 in renaissance and early
modern philosophy plato s timaeus brings together a number of studies from both
leading plato specialists and up and coming researchers from across europe the
contributions cover a wide variety of topics ranging from the literary form of the work
to the ontology of sense perception and the status of medicine in timaeus account
although informed by a commitment to methodological diversity the collection as a
whole forms an organic unity opening fresh perspectives on widely read passages
while shedding new light on less frequently discussed topics the volume thus provides
a valuable resource for students and researchers at all levels whether their interest
bears on the timaeus as a whole or on a particular passage this substantial volume
comprises almost fifty semitic and assyrological studies dedicated to pelio fronzaroli
professor of semitic philology at the university of florence written by colleagues and
pupils l anima sopravvive alla morte le nostre esistenze si susseguono nel tempo
possiamo accedere al sapere e alle memorie acquisite nelle vite precedenti l autore
risponde a queste e altre domande spiegando come la reincarnazione sia un principio
fondamentale dell esistenza umana egli traccia l evoluzione delle teorie riguardo alle
rinascite passando dal pensiero egizio sul percorso dell anima agli insegnamenti di
platone sullo spirito fino a giungere alle teorie delle scuole moderne di esoterismo
sulla vita eterna con argomenti e prove che sostengono l idea che l anima percorra un
lungo viaggio evolutivo atkinson ci offre una prospettiva straordinaria su un argomento
che ha da sempre affascinato l umanità offrendo come sempre speranza e quel
pensiero positivo presente in tutti i suoi scritti e insegnamenti early modern venice is
predominantly remembered as a maritime power yet historians have become
increasingly interested in its political and military aspirations within the italian
mainland adding to the growing literature on this subject giulio ongaro s book
addresses the practical management of the venetian military apparatus in this period
focusing on two provinces vicenza and brescia he interrogates a broad spectrum of
primary source documents produced by these rural communities that illuminate
venetian military activities between the mid sixteenth century and the end of the war
of candia in 1670 from the production of the saltpeter the construction of the
fortresses the supplying and the training of the rural militia and the quartering of
troops this book shows how essential military activities were managed and overseen at
the local level in so doing it demonstrates how local autonomy over the management
of venetian military apparatus particularly from an economic point of view did not
necessarily conflict with wider ongoing processes of state building or moves towards
the centralization of particular public functions indeed the state appeared to
encourage local élites initially urban then rural to take a leading role in overseeing the
localised management of military tasks the result was a system that both supported
the resilience of the local economy both public and private and which strengthened
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and improved the republic s military assets allowing it to remain the only italian state
free from the domination of european monarchies these proceedings present the
results of the 13th international colloquium on gregory of nyssa a systematic
commentary on gregory s in canticum in the form of sixteen papers and a selection of
fourteen short essays devoted to various issues in renaissance italy a good execution
was both public and peaceful at least in the eyes of authorities in a feature unique to
italy the people who prepared a condemned man or woman spiritually and
psychologically for execution were not priests or friars but laymen this volume includes
some of the songs stories poems and images that they used together with first person
accounts and ballads describing particular executions leading scholars expand on
these accounts explaining aspects of the theater psychology and politics of execution
the main text is a manual translated in english for the first time on how to comfort a
man in his last hours before beheading or hanging it became an influential text used
across renaissance italy a second lengthy piece gives an eyewitness account of the
final hours of two patrician florentines executed for conspiracy against the medici in
1512 shorter pieces include poems written by prisoners on the eve of their execution
songs sung by the condemned and their comforters and popular broadsheets reporting
on particular executions it is richly illustrated with the small panel paintings that were
thrust into prisoners faces to distract them as they made the public journey to the
gallows six interdisciplinary essays explain the contexts and meanings of these
writings and of execution rituals generally they explore the relation of execution rituals
to late medieval street theater the use of art to comfort the condemned the literature
that issued from prisons by the hands of condemned prisoners the theological issues
around public executions in the renaissance the psychological dimensions of the
comforting process and some of the social political and historical dimensions of
executions and comforting in renaissance italy this volume contains the written
versions of the lectures delivered by the participants of the colloquium origenianum
nonum held in pecs hungary 29 august 2 september 2005 the main topic of the
conference was origen and the religious practice of his time here 49 scholars from
some 18 countries publish their newest findings on the greatest and most influential
christian thinker before augustine who laid the foundation of the biblical textual
studies created systematic theology and was regarded as an authentic spiritual leader
of christianity the papers not only provide the best overview on a lively field of studies
but also demonstrate how origen s heritage in christian history theology and
spirituality carried with it the imprint of one of the most vital traditions of our
civilization similarly to the volumes of the earlier conferences boston 1989 chantilly
1993 hofgeismar marburg 1997 and pisa 2001 the contributions are published by the
series bibliotheca ephemeridum theologicarum lovaniensium il fatto accadde in una
classe femminile benito stava celiando come spesso usava durante le lezioni sui
diversi atteggiamenti dei due sessi più volte aveva ripetuto noi maschi noi maschi
quando un alunna ironicamente insinuò noi maschi con la naturalezza che lo
distingueva benito si sbottonò i pantaloni e rimase così accanto alla cattedra con quel
bel faccione ridente come un girasole né più né meno che si trattasse di una regola di
francese scritta alla lavagna il romanzo racconta la storia di benito un uomo di mezza
età sul quale pesa l insopprimibile marchio della diversità il suo matrimonio tardivo è l
inutile e goffo tentativo di accedere a quella normalità dalla quale è rimasto sempre
escluso l immagine di uomo ridicolo continuerà ad accompagnarlo fin nella tomba nel
grottesco epilogo che lo vede ancora protagonista a dispetto del suo tragico destino la
vicenda di benito diventa per l io narrante l occasione di un disincatato viaggio nella
memoria in un registro variegato e vivace oscillante tra ironia e riferimenti letterari l
autore ci restituisce la nitida immagine della sicilia degli anni 70 una società chiusa
nella quale le leggi più ferree sono quelle del conformismo this book describes
medieval islamic medicine and to explore a specific medical text on the prevention of
bodily ills in egypt by ali ibn ridwan a d 998 1068 it seeks to answer the following
questions what did it mean to be a doctor in medieval islamic society what was the
nature of the medicine that physicians practiced and what was the relationship
between physician and patient particularly in the humanities and social sciences
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festschrifts are a popular forum for discussion the ijbf provides quick and easy general
access to these important resources for scholars and students the festschrifts are
located in state and regional libraries and their bibliographic details are recorded since
1983 more than 659 000 articles from more than 30 500 festschrifts published
between 1977 and 2011 have been catalogued decorated by giovanni buonconsiglio
jacopo tintoretto palma il giovane sebastiano ricci and giambattista tiepolo the church
of the former benedictine female monastery santi cosma e damiano occupies an
outstanding position in venice the author of this study argues that from its foundation
in 1481 to its dissolution in 1805 santi cosma e damiano was a reform convent and
that its nuns employed art and architecture as a means to actively express their
specific religious concerns while on the one hand focusing on the basis of extensive
archival research on the reconstruction of the history and construction of the convent
this study s larger concern is with the religious reform movement its ideas concerning
art and architecture and with the convent as a space for female self realization in early
modern venice



The World Reformed Fellowship Statement of Faith 2024-04-10 at the inaugural
general assembly of the world reformed fellowship wrf in 2000 i proposed that the wrf
could serve the church by writing a new confession of faith for the twenty first century
the first reason was that the members of the wrf were drawn from many nations and
from many denominations and were using a whole range of confessional statements at
the same time there was general agreement that we were all reformed in theology the
second reason was the need for a confessional statement to address the issues the
church is facing today the third reason was that all of our confessions were written in
western europe whereas the leadership in the global church has now moved to the
southern hemisphere s cholars from africa asia australasia and south america joined
with theologians from europe and north america to engage in the task the statement
was presented to the wrf general assembly in april 2010 an invitation was then issued
to all members of the wrf to suggest any changes or additions to the text the
statement presented here was approved by the wrf bord of directors in 2011 it is not
intended to replace other confessional statements but may be of use to individuals
and churches as they reflect on the nature of reformed theology and its application to
the theological and moral issues which confront the church in the twenty first century
2023 2023-12-04 this thirteenth volume of the international yearbook of futurism
studies explores some of the many facets of neo futurism from the second half of the
twentieth century to the present day it looks both at the revival and the continuation
of futurist aesthetics whether in explicit or palimpsest form in a variety of media
literature visual art design music architecture theatre and photography the essays
delve into the broad spectrum of artistic research and offer a good dozen case studies
that document with a transnational and interdisciplinary orientation the manifold forms
of neo futurism in various parts of the world they investigate how historical futurism s
intellectual and artistic perspective was appropriated and developed further in a more
or less conscious faithful and original way all the while confronting its progenitor s
cultural social and political misconceptions interdisciplinary contributions to neo
futurism as a global phenomenon
Prophet of Renewal 2022-07-18 this is an intellectual biography of the italian jewish
writer and politician david levi 1816 1898 freemasonry saint simonianism and the
enlightenment are his vessels for a new secular interpretation of jewish identity and
for innovative views on judaism s relation with modernity
La Dottrina segreta dei Rosacroce 2013-06-14 partendo da un analisi dell antica
tradizione e della dottrina segreta dei rosacroce l autore ne approfondisce
lasimbologia più occulta attraverso alcuni aforismi fondamentali e l interpretazione
della loro rappresentazione grafica tra gli altri argomenti esamina l unità della materia
i piani di coscienza la metempsicosi e i sette principi cosmici che governano l universo
tali principi si rifanno alla tradizione alchemica più classica il cui insegnamento per
analogia viene ripreso da magus incognito così in alto come in basso durante il proprio
soggiorno sulla terra l anima umana progredisce in una sequenza il cui moto si evolve
a forma di spirale e che conduce verso la propria evoluzione e liberazione illustrato con
i 12 simboli dei rosacroce
La faccia e l'anima 1875 wilhelm ii 1859 1941 king of prussia and german emperor
from 1888 to 1918 reigned during a period of unprecedented economic cultural and
intellectual achievement in germany unlike most european sovereigns of his
generation wilhelm was no mere figurehead and his imprint on imperial germany was
profound in this book and a second volume historian lamar cecil provides the first
comprehensive biography of one of modern history s most powerful and most
misunderstood rulers wilhelm ii prince and emperor 1859 1900 concentrates on
wilhelm s youth as cecil shows the future ruler s anglo german genealogy his
education and his subsequent service as an officer in the prussian army proved to be
unfortunate legacies in shaping wilhelm s behavior and ideas throughout his thirty
year reign wilhelm s connection with his subjects was tenuous he surrounded himself
with a small coterie of persons drawn from the government the military and elite
society most of whom were valued not for their ability but for their loyalty to the crown
they in turn contrived to keep wilhelm isolated from outside influences learned to be



accomplished in catering to his prejudices and strengthened his conviction that the
government should be composed only of those who agreed with him the day to day
conduct of germany s affairs was left in the hands of these loyal followers for the
kaiser himself did not at all enjoy work rejoicing instead in pageantry and the
superficial trappings of authority he was particular about what he did and what he read
eliminating anything that was unpleasant difficult or tedious he never learned to listen
to reason or to make decisions in a sound informed manner he was customarily
inclined to act solely on the basis of his personal feelings many people believed him to
be mad even courtiers who admired wilhelm recognized that he was responsible for
the diplomatic embarrassment in which germany found itself by 1914 and that the
kaiser s maladroit behavior endangered the prestige of the hohenzollern crown his is
the story of a bizarre and incapable sovereign who never doubted that he possessed
both genius and divine inspiration amazon com
LAZARUS 1989 jean marc narbonne partir à la chasse au bonheur les peuples entre
particularisme et universalisme chez aristote william wians argument and dialectical
structure in physics viii 1 silvia fazzo a hypothetical premise about eternal cosmic
motion in the critical text of physics viii 1 250b13 angela longo alessandro d afrodisia e
l anima semovente del fedro 245c5 9 di platone marco sgarbi interpreting aristotle s
meteorologica i 7 344a5 8 in renaissance and early modern philosophy
Wilhelm II: Prince and emperor, 1859-1900 2015-12-22 plato s timaeus brings together
a number of studies from both leading plato specialists and up and coming researchers
from across europe the contributions cover a wide variety of topics ranging from the
literary form of the work to the ontology of sense perception and the status of
medicine in timaeus account although informed by a commitment to methodological
diversity the collection as a whole forms an organic unity opening fresh perspectives
on widely read passages while shedding new light on less frequently discussed topics
the volume thus provides a valuable resource for students and researchers at all levels
whether their interest bears on the timaeus as a whole or on a particular passage
Studien zu Gregor von Nyssa und der christlichen Spätantike 2023-10-16 this
substantial volume comprises almost fifty semitic and assyrological studies dedicated
to pelio fronzaroli professor of semitic philology at the university of florence written by
colleagues and pupils
Aristotelica n. 3 1964 l anima sopravvive alla morte le nostre esistenze si
susseguono nel tempo possiamo accedere al sapere e alle memorie acquisite nelle vite
precedenti l autore risponde a queste e altre domande spiegando come la
reincarnazione sia un principio fondamentale dell esistenza umana egli traccia l
evoluzione delle teorie riguardo alle rinascite passando dal pensiero egizio sul
percorso dell anima agli insegnamenti di platone sullo spirito fino a giungere alle teorie
delle scuole moderne di esoterismo sulla vita eterna con argomenti e prove che
sostengono l idea che l anima percorra un lungo viaggio evolutivo atkinson ci offre una
prospettiva straordinaria su un argomento che ha da sempre affascinato l umanità
offrendo come sempre speranza e quel pensiero positivo presente in tutti i suoi scritti
e insegnamenti
La Filosofia Dei Greci Nel Suo Sviluppo Storico: Ionici e Pitagorici, a cura di R.
Mondolfo; traduzione di R. Mondolfo 1888 early modern venice is predominantly
remembered as a maritime power yet historians have become increasingly interested
in its political and military aspirations within the italian mainland adding to the growing
literature on this subject giulio ongaro s book addresses the practical management of
the venetian military apparatus in this period focusing on two provinces vicenza and
brescia he interrogates a broad spectrum of primary source documents produced by
these rural communities that illuminate venetian military activities between the mid
sixteenth century and the end of the war of candia in 1670 from the production of the
saltpeter the construction of the fortresses the supplying and the training of the rural
militia and the quartering of troops this book shows how essential military activities
were managed and overseen at the local level in so doing it demonstrates how local
autonomy over the management of venetian military apparatus particularly from an
economic point of view did not necessarily conflict with wider ongoing processes of



state building or moves towards the centralization of particular public functions indeed
the state appeared to encourage local élites initially urban then rural to take a leading
role in overseeing the localised management of military tasks the result was a system
that both supported the resilience of the local economy both public and private and
which strengthened and improved the republic s military assets allowing it to remain
the only italian state free from the domination of european monarchies
Ateneo religioso scientifico letterario artistico 2020-11-23 these proceedings present
the results of the 13th international colloquium on gregory of nyssa a systematic
commentary on gregory s in canticum in the form of sixteen papers and a selection of
fourteen short essays devoted to various issues
Plato’s Timaeus 1882 in renaissance italy a good execution was both public and
peaceful at least in the eyes of authorities in a feature unique to italy the people who
prepared a condemned man or woman spiritually and psychologically for execution
were not priests or friars but laymen this volume includes some of the songs stories
poems and images that they used together with first person accounts and ballads
describing particular executions leading scholars expand on these accounts explaining
aspects of the theater psychology and politics of execution the main text is a manual
translated in english for the first time on how to comfort a man in his last hours before
beheading or hanging it became an influential text used across renaissance italy a
second lengthy piece gives an eyewitness account of the final hours of two patrician
florentines executed for conspiracy against the medici in 1512 shorter pieces include
poems written by prisoners on the eve of their execution songs sung by the
condemned and their comforters and popular broadsheets reporting on particular
executions it is richly illustrated with the small panel paintings that were thrust into
prisoners faces to distract them as they made the public journey to the gallows six
interdisciplinary essays explain the contexts and meanings of these writings and of
execution rituals generally they explore the relation of execution rituals to late
medieval street theater the use of art to comfort the condemned the literature that
issued from prisons by the hands of condemned prisoners the theological issues
around public executions in the renaissance the psychological dimensions of the
comforting process and some of the social political and historical dimensions of
executions and comforting in renaissance italy
La divina commedia, riveduta e comm. da G.A. Scartazzini 1925 this volume contains
the written versions of the lectures delivered by the participants of the colloquium
origenianum nonum held in pecs hungary 29 august 2 september 2005 the main topic
of the conference was origen and the religious practice of his time here 49 scholars
from some 18 countries publish their newest findings on the greatest and most
influential christian thinker before augustine who laid the foundation of the biblical
textual studies created systematic theology and was regarded as an authentic spiritual
leader of christianity the papers not only provide the best overview on a lively field of
studies but also demonstrate how origen s heritage in christian history theology and
spirituality carried with it the imprint of one of the most vital traditions of our
civilization similarly to the volumes of the earlier conferences boston 1989 chantilly
1993 hofgeismar marburg 1997 and pisa 2001 the contributions are published by the
series bibliotheca ephemeridum theologicarum lovaniensium
Le confessioni 2003 il fatto accadde in una classe femminile benito stava celiando
come spesso usava durante le lezioni sui diversi atteggiamenti dei due sessi più volte
aveva ripetuto noi maschi noi maschi quando un alunna ironicamente insinuò noi
maschi con la naturalezza che lo distingueva benito si sbottonò i pantaloni e rimase
così accanto alla cattedra con quel bel faccione ridente come un girasole né più né
meno che si trattasse di una regola di francese scritta alla lavagna il romanzo racconta
la storia di benito un uomo di mezza età sul quale pesa l insopprimibile marchio della
diversità il suo matrimonio tardivo è l inutile e goffo tentativo di accedere a quella
normalità dalla quale è rimasto sempre escluso l immagine di uomo ridicolo continuerà
ad accompagnarlo fin nella tomba nel grottesco epilogo che lo vede ancora
protagonista a dispetto del suo tragico destino la vicenda di benito diventa per l io
narrante l occasione di un disincatato viaggio nella memoria in un registro variegato e



vivace oscillante tra ironia e riferimenti letterari l autore ci restituisce la nitida
immagine della sicilia degli anni 70 una società chiusa nella quale le leggi più ferree
sono quelle del conformismo
Semitic and Assyriological Studies 1882 this book describes medieval islamic medicine
and to explore a specific medical text on the prevention of bodily ills in egypt by ali ibn
ridwan a d 998 1068 it seeks to answer the following questions what did it mean to be
a doctor in medieval islamic society what was the nature of the medicine that
physicians practiced and what was the relationship between physician and patient
La Divina commedia di Dante Alighieri 1882 particularly in the humanities and
social sciences festschrifts are a popular forum for discussion the ijbf provides quick
and easy general access to these important resources for scholars and students the
festschrifts are located in state and regional libraries and their bibliographic details are
recorded since 1983 more than 659 000 articles from more than 30 500 festschrifts
published between 1977 and 2011 have been catalogued
“La” divina commedia 1987 decorated by giovanni buonconsiglio jacopo tintoretto
palma il giovane sebastiano ricci and giambattista tiepolo the church of the former
benedictine female monastery santi cosma e damiano occupies an outstanding
position in venice the author of this study argues that from its foundation in 1481 to its
dissolution in 1805 santi cosma e damiano was a reform convent and that its nuns
employed art and architecture as a means to actively express their specific religious
concerns while on the one hand focusing on the basis of extensive archival research
on the reconstruction of the history and construction of the convent this study s larger
concern is with the religious reform movement its ideas concerning art and
architecture and with the convent as a space for female self realization in early
modern venice
Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt: Principat. v 1874
L'anima cristiana guidata nella dolce divozione al SS. cuore di Gesù dal p.
Samuele M. Nicosia 1763
Les Jésuites justifiés par les Parlemens 1895
Il Digesto italiano 1860
ENCICLOPEDIA ECONOMICA ACCOMODATA ALL' INTELLIGENZA 2013-06-14
La reincarnazione e la legge del Karma 2016-11-03
Peasants and Soldiers 2012-12-06
Philomathes 1883
Giornale internazionale delle scienze mediche 1851
Dell'Educazione Cristiana e Politica de' Figliuoli 2018-08-07
Gregory of Nyssa: In Canticum Canticorum 2008-09-24
The Art of Executing Well 2009
Origeniana Nona 1988
La natura e l'anima 1884
Ancient Narrative Volume 1 (2000-2001) 2013-09-17
Il risveglio educativo 2023-11-10
Breve matrimonio di benito, e morte 2009
Medieval Islamic Medicine 2013-03-01
Libero Cecchini 2017-07-05
2012 1881
Nuns and Reform Art in Early Modern Venice
La sapienza rivista di filosofia e lettere
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